PETROLEUM ENGINEERING SERVICES

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
No matter what your completion, our production engineers can increase and optimize your oil and gas production. Whether vertical, directional or horizontal, we can optimize your:

- Tubing compression configuration
- Liquid unloading rates
- Backside compression
- Plunger-compression integration

FACILITIES ENGINEERING
Vapor recovery is a critical process in the establishment of oil production facilities. The correct layout makes all the difference in maximizing your tank battery production. Let our engineers design a custom layout that will help you:

- Increase revenues
- Maximize your vapor production (up to 1.2MMCFD)
- Reduce carbon emissions
- Comply with regulations
- Eliminate flaring or venting

RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
Each well and the reservoir from which it produces are unique. Let our reservoir engineers apply the optimal drawdown for your formation, and maximize the value of your recoverable oil and gas. Let us provide for you:

- Conventional, CBM, and Shale gas reserve estimates
- Volumetric and pressure decline analysis
- Economic valuation reports
- Field test proposals

Whether you have a single well or thousands in your portfolio, let us analyze and optimize the value of your production. With FLOgistix, you can know that nothing is left behind. Extract everything. Leave nothing.